Course Code: RUSS E2025
Course Title: Russian Literature And History Of Russian Literature, Composition.
Prerequisites: Pass in the level I examination

Learning outcome: After completion of this course unit the students is expected to have a basic awareness of the literary periods from 18th century to the second half of 20th century period in their socio-historical and cultural context. On the basis of extracts of prescribed literary works, the candidate should be able to recognize the main characteristics of each period. The candidate must show the fundamental skills for literary appreciation.

Course Contents: History of Russian Literature and Culture in 18,19,20th centuries.(A three hour written Examination)

Prescribed Texts:  
Russian in Exercises. by S. Khavronina, A. Shirochenskaya.
From Russian Prose-Russian language publishers 1977 Moscow  
Stories of Russian and Soviet writers adopted for foreign students.

Assessment: 100% examination at the end of year.

Prescribed Texts:  
История русской литературы XIX века Петрова С.М., Изд. сПросвещение Москва 1963 Том I, II  
Russian classical Literature 19th Century (collection) Pages ofHistory by Syrov .  
Russian Literature – Prose from Pushkin to Chekov .  
Tolstoy, L. N. " War and Peace "  
Gorky, M. " Mother "  
Chekov, A . P. " selected short stories

Sholohov, M. selected short stories and other suitable materials on the recommendation
of the lecturer in charge of the subject.